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Introductions

• Jennifer Weber

• Grant Gautreaux

• Derek Shanman

• Brittany Kelly

• Lauren Becnel

• CABAS

• Touchstone ABA

• NSU Masters program

• Behavior Analysis – Clinical and Educational



Teacher Introductions

• Your Name

• Years teaching/in Livingston

• Pre-conceptions about behavior analysis

• What you are excited about/looking forward to

• What you are nervous about

• Two things you can’t live without



Overall Objectives

• Acquisition of relevant vocabulary about the science

• Basic principles of behavior

• Mastery of AIL classroom design
• Learn unit presentation procedures
• Graphing
• Measurement
• Decision Making
• Classroom setup/management
• Common Tactics

• In-situ demonstration of the above targets

• Creation of initial classroom permanent products 



Verbal Behavior About the 
Science



Instruction Procedure Context

• Different instructional procedures for different types of targets

• Different instructional procedures for different types of learners
• Age

• Instructional History

• Cusps/Capabilities



Format for Activity

• Explanation of usage

• Data sheet/procedure instruction

• Practice

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?



Response Boards

• Explanation of usage – Response boards are used to deliver a high 
number of direct learn units to the whole class and still provide 
individual feedback.  Teachers can easily identify who is progressing 
and who needs additional instruction

• Data sheet/procedure instruction

• Practice



Learn Unit Consist of a three- term contingency for the student and two- term contingency for 

the teacher.  Learn units occur in scripted, automated, discrete dispersed, and 

massed forms. Learn unit rates serve, together with criterion-referenced objectives, 

as the basic measure of the teaching process.

Tactic A strategy to increase positive behaviors/learning outcomes for students or a 

strategy to decrease negative, maladaptive, or inappropriate classroom behaviors.

Premack 

Principle

Responses or response classes that are occasioned or maintained as the result of 

the occurrence of momentarily more preferred activities following momentarily less 

preferred activities. 

Contingency The antecedent- behavior- consequence relationship that characterizes the operant.  

Behaviors decrease or increase as the result of the selection by consequences of 

the behavior or response classes. 

Instructional 

Design

Refers to the process of designing instruction.  It includes the curriculum, pedagogy, 

and related measurement specified by a plan or design.

Permanent 

Product

Permanent or relatively permanent products of student behaviors that are measured 

to test the effectiveness of the student behaviors and the related stimulus control.



Consist of a three- term contingency for the student and two- term contingency for the teacher.  Learn 

units occur in scripted, automated, discrete dispersed, and massed forms. Learn unit rates serve, 

together with criterion-referenced objectives, as the basic measure of the teaching process.



A strategy to increase positive 

behaviors/learning outcomes for students 

or a strategy to decrease negative, 

maladaptive, or inappropriate classroom 

behaviors.



Responses or response classes 
that are occasioned or maintained 
as the result of the occurrence of 
momentarily more preferred 
activities following momentarily less 
preferred activities.



The antecedent- behavior-
consequence relationship that 
characterizes the operant.  Behaviors 
decrease or increase as the result of 
the selection by consequences of the 
behavior or response classes. 



Refers to the process of designing instruction.  It includes the curriculum, pedagogy, and related 

measurement specified by a plan or design.



Permanent or relatively permanent products of student behaviors that are measured to test the 

effectiveness of the student behaviors and the related stimulus control.



Response board Reflections

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?



Peer Tutoring

• Explanation of usage – Peer tutoring is commonly used in classrooms 
where a higher-level student tutors a lower-level student.  However, 
research shows that same level students can function as both tutor 
and tutee with both tutor and tutee acquiring the targets that they 
present as well as those that presented to them

• Data sheet instruction

• Practice



Baseline The phase that. Is the control condition against which a single difference or 

package of differences (i.e., the intervention) is logically tested

Task Analysis The process of breaking down components of a task such that the individual 

parts are identified and taught individually. These individual parts are then taught 

such that the entire task is eventually mastered. 

Criteria Used in the context of learning and instruction to refer when mastery is achieved 

of a criterion-referenced objective. 

Motivating 

Operation 

Arranging the environment in a way that enhances the value of potential 

reinforcers. 

Setting Event Events that affect the antecedent-behavior-consequence relationship. Often, 

they are motivational in nature that they affect the reinforcement or punishment 

value of the consequence in a subsequent operant or three term contingency. 

Instructional 

History

Consists of the individuals antecedent-behavior-consequence relationships 

experienced in the lifetime or elicited stimulus control repertoires. 



Peer-tutoring Reflections

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?



Fluency Learn Units

• Explanation of usage – It is not always sufficient for a student to 
master a target in order for them to use those targets in future 
learning.  There is an entire field within behavior analysis dedicated 
to learning and performing to a rate criterion (precision teaching).  

• Data sheet/procedure instruction

• Practice



Fluency Reflections

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?



Reinforcement The addition or removal of a stimulus that increases the likelihood the 

behavior will occur again under similar circumstances.

Punishment Refers to consequences that immediately follow a behavior which act 

to decrease the probability of that behavior occurring in the future. 

Extinction The removal of reinforcement to decrease the occurrence of the 

behavior

Shaping The use of successive approximations that lead to a student acquiring 

a new response/reinforcer relationship without error. 

Stimulus Control Antecedents that set the occasion for a response to occur.

Operant Incidence of a learned three- term contingency



Observational System of Instruction

• Explanation of usage – Observational System of Instruction (OSI) can 
be used with those students who are able to learn new targets 
through observation of another student learning.  In this instructional 
presentation, direct learn units are delivered to some students while 
other students observe.  All students who have observational 
learning should be able to learn without contacting the direct 
contingencies

• Data sheet/procedure instruction

• Practice



Fluency Refers to rate and accuracy of the performance.

CABAS Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS). It is behavioral 

model of schooling that includes (a) students, (b) parents, (c) teachers, (d) supervisors, and 

( e) the university training on a system-wide basis. This cybernetic system is used to 

determine or evoke relationships between all of the parties such that the effects on the 

students’ learning are the controlling variable for the relationships between roles.

Behavioral Cusp Form of conditioned reinforcement that allows for an individual to contact new learning 

experiences, thus leading to new ways of learning or new ways of reinforcement.

General Case Instruction Curricular programming sequences that teach essential stimulus control 

Verbal Behavior Social behavior in that it always involves a speaker and listener or writer and reader, and 

the effects of the behavior determine its function.

Functional Relationship One in which an experiment demonstrates that changes in the dependent variable are a 

function of the independent variable.



OSI Reflections

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?



Antecedent Refers to the stimulus discriminative in the three- term contingency.  

Behavior Anything that an organism does

Consequence The result, effect, or event that follows a behavior.

TPRA Teacher Performance Rate Accuracy is a protocol for performing direct 

observation of teachers that simultaneously incorporates the correct and 

incorrect responses of students as well as the teachers.

Dependent Variable Those behaviors that are measured in an experiment. They must be free to 

vary only as a function of the experimental variables

Independent Variable The variable that differentiates the treatment or intervention phase from a 

baseline phase.



Instructional Demonstration Learn Units 
(IDLU)
• Explanation of usage – IDLU are used for our learners that have 

shown an ability to learn without coming into contact with the 
contingency directly.  Lecture style teaching utilizes IDLU as does 
classroom teaching where information is presented and students are 
released to practice on their own.  Learn units are modeled to the 
student, however students to not immediately directly respond.

• Data sheet/procedure instruction

• Practice



IDLU Reflections

• Reflective pros/cons
• What are 5 instructional opportunities that you could use this strategy for 

over the course of the year?


